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(-1!S-} ISSUE: The current method for defining and limiting (b)(1) 
(b)(1) 

~ BACKGROUND: Since 1974, (b)(1) weapons employment policy has specified 
that our (b)(t) should b.e planned, where possible, to limit un-·· 
wanted (1?}(1) , (b)(1} and (b)(1) The 
purpose f.or this restriction is to reduce the probability that (b)(1) attack 
options would be perceived by the (b)(1) · in the hope mutual 
restraint could be exercised. To support this objective, the current (b)(1) 
(b)(1) constraint was developed to provide the capability for. withholding attack 
on targets (b)(1) 

~ During development of the (b)(1) NUWEP, it was recognized that more a:plicit 
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